mercy of authors. It is manifestly absurd for a quarterly journal to reprint a communication already published several weeks before.
As far as concerns the Bristol Medico-Chirurgical Society, the Journal has the right to publish the proceedings!. But there is a growing tendency for those who address the Society to ignore that right: and, curiously, this is specially noticeable in the case of Distinguished Visitors, the very persons whose addresses we most wish to place on record. It may be, of course, at times that the subject is not really suitable for discussion at a meeting attended mainly by general practitioners. Perchance it is something specially important, deserving a wider publicity than the " Proceedings " of an obscure provincial society: or is reserved for further use on some other occasion. But of late years only too often the impression remains that the Distinguished Visitor just couldn't take the trouble to think out beforehand what he was going to say, far less to write it down! Maybe members are so flattered that these exalted personages deign to address them that they are ready to ignore deficiencies * Nixon, J. ally, or course, it means only that many more now live out their full span: there are, in this island, above three times as many people over sixty-five as there were fifty years ago. In this we may well feel some professional pride. But pleasing though it is, this has in turn produced problems which we have not yet solved. For example, there is the very greatly increased need for hospital accommodation for these old people: much of our last issue was devoted to methods of using what we have to the best advantage. But many of the problems are social and political rather than medical. With strictly limited resources, are we to give preference to the child, whose whole life may be changed by timely treatment; to the family breadwinner; or to the old man who has earned care and comfort by a life of toil? These are questions for all alike: certainly not for the medical profession alone. Oh, NO, doctor! We can't look after father now he needs nursing". There is some evidence that our masters begin to understand that the population changes mean all must work harder or longer. Consultants and civil servants may now work until sixty-five, magnates and magistrates until seventy. Perhaps we * Luke V, 31. shall soon be allowed to continue, like Cabinet Ministers, as long as we seem able. It is not only that for many the "Pension" implies a cruel drop in living standards; " Retirement " is, by itself a very deadly disease.* " The first cause, which no man living can avoid, is Old Age: which being of the same quality as melancholy is, must needs cause it. And common experience confirms the truth of it in old persons, especially such as have lived in action all their lives, had great employment, much business and many servants, and leave off ex abrupto: they are overcome with melancholy in an instant."f Only a few have had great employment: but many humbler people, who have led busy and (they trust) useful lives, are just as profoundly affected. Others again, for example, have been keen and regular supporters of club or lodge, perhaps have long carried the tedious and obscure burdens of junior office?gradually as the years pass the realisation grows that the expected reward, President, Grand Master, Great Sachem, will never come.
Instead, there creeps in the fear of becoming o Karexov.'l The tragedies of age are not entirely financial or physical.
